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The series tells the true story of the massacre in Milperra, when the motorcycle Bandidos and Comancheros. 46 people were killed. On March 1, 1973, in the city of Brasilia (), south of Rio de Janeiro, a group of armed guys attacked the University of the Brazilian Legion. As a result of the riots, 43 were killed and 200 wounded. The conflict was caused by two
competitions that were to be held at the University in 1973. Teams of American and Brazilian motorcyclists tried to take away the victory from the Brazilian athletes. The rebels demanded that they abandon the use of sports motorcycles and switch to Bandido motorcycles. In response, the police opened fire on the crowd. During the shootout, at least 12 people
were killed and about 200 more were injured.In an interview with the Brazilian channel Televisa, Brazilian President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva recalled: I was so excited, we were returning from the funeral in deep sadness. My wife and children accompanied us by car from Rio do Janeiro. They said that we should destroy the building where the national teams
were, because it is a "place of evil." I sat next to the driver and peered into this place. I thought: "Is there evil there?" Maybe we were too sentimental. I ordered to stop and shoot the building. On March 4, 1973, there was an attack on the office of AmÃ©rica Brasileira, an organization associated with the International Student League. In this regard, President
Lula called "Nova ElÃ©ntima RevoluziÃ³n" - "Lower New Revolution". March 9, 1973 in the city of Manaus (Amazonas) - riots. The students of the university, divided into two groups, launched an attack - 33 people were killed in the riots, including 18 students, 10 teachers, two employees of "AmÃ©rique Brasil" and two national teams of the University.

Among those killed were 17 students, 11 teachers, 2 employees of "Ambrazeviu" and one representative of "AmÃrica Argentina". One AmÃ£o Paulista fan also died, and several more were injured of varying severity. The reason for the mass violence was the Brazilian sports club Estado Novo. March 10, 1973 - The first riots took place in the city of Coriguan
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